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.This thesis is a report on the analysis of family date. gathered
to test the simple recessive hypothesis for the inabiHty to taste
phenyl-thin-urea (P.T.C.).

The Simple recessive hypothesis states

that the inability of a minority of persons to taste high concentrations of P.T.C. is due to the action of an autosomal recessive gene
in the homozygous condition.

The data consisted of the taste thresholds for P.T.C. of

;5

families, including parents and their children. )l'he" taste thresholds
were determined by the well known Harris and Kalmus method which

2

employs a $eries of fou~teen dilutions of,P.T.C. in distilled water in
which ~ach solution :i.1;l half a,s strong 'as the p~evious one.

'l'he

threshold solution 'concentration at'which ~ach aubj~ct could taste
"

.

was precisely determined by a sorting~est in which the subject was
required to separate by tas,t€ cups containing,p.T.C. solution from
cups containing distilled water.
1

~

~

•

Some prev-ious experiments on the inheritance of the P.T.C. taote
character have reported rasul ts which departed ~,significantly from the
predictions of the simple recessive
hypothesis
when taste thresholds
,
'
were determi.ned by the,Harris and Kalmus technique.

Some of these

divergences may have been due to measurement error caused by deterioration of the P.T.C. solutions over'time.
precautions were taken to m.ix, store, and

In the present study

admi~ister

the solutions

under carefully controlled conditions"
so as' to minimize the possi.
~

~

bility of errors in the threshold determination.
'The reaul ting taste thresho,ld data 'Were analyzed by two dif'.

ferent methods to determine if they, agreed with the predictions of
the

s~mple

recessive hypothesis.

The,first was Fisher's method which

uses gene frequencies estimated from the parental sample a.nd Mendelian ra.tios to predict the number of families which (a) contain'a1l
taster children and (b) contain at least, one non-taster child for
both taster x taster and taster x non-taster

~atings.

The second,

was Smith's recessives estimation method which utilizes no gene frequencies.

Smith's test uses Mendelian ratios to predict the exact

'number of non-taster ohildren in sibships' containing at least one nontaster child for both taster i ~a~ter and taster x non-taster matings.

:5
Analysis of the 35 families by

both~ethods

showed that the data

clearly agreed with the simple recessive hypothesis.

The data were

also examined to determine if the age and sex of the subjects affected
the taste tr..resho1d for P.T.C.

No such effects were found.

The conclusions were drawn that (1) the
the

preparation,.~

pr~cautions

taken in

storage,. andad.ministrathm of th.e solutions reduced

I

'

..~.:

measurement error and (2.) the family da.ta at'ronglysupported the
simple recessive hypothesis for non-tasting.

Fut'..1re research designs

should concern include both a larger sample of families and careful
care of solutions.
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CHAPTER,
I
"
,

INTRODUCTION
I.

THE P110BLEM

'In the study of human genetiCS, the precise mode of inheritance
'0£ many traits defies elucidation b'ecause available methods of o1>ser.

: '.

v8.tion and measurement c!:'.nnotrecord 'the action of genes themselves.
Inferences about the genotype of the individual must be made on the
basis of observable phenotypic traits or
trait complexes which may be
,
"

far removed from'the site of gene action. ~ Considerable modification
of. a genetic trait may be, introduced by epistasis and pleiotropy as
vellas by the Plfluence of the ":iwironment.' 'L'hese complex
tiona may p!,oduce phenotypes ,which

do

~nterac

not accurately reflect the geno-

type.

Single gene,polymorphisms constitute ail e~ception to this rule.
. ..
Such systems are simple enough to be compared with expectations de-~

rived from the laws of classica.l Mendelian genetics." In mant, the best
known polymorphisma Bre the blood groups, which are controlled by
genes obeying l'1endel's laws verJ, precisely.

,.•

',' Since the early 1930 ' s the ability
chemical substance

or inability to taste the
phenYI-thio-urea ·(P.~'.c.)~· ha.s be'en, considered an-

other single gene polymorphism.

During that time it was generally

held that the inability of a minority of

per~ons

to taste high con-

centrations of P'.T.C. was due to the action of an autosomal recessive

gene in the homozygous form." However, in the'1950 r s, \rlith the' introduction of more refilled techniques of't,esting" this "simple recessive
hypothesis" became suspect as an exple.nation f.pr the inheritance of
the trait (Ha.rris and Kalmus, 1951; Das, 1956; D~s, 1958).

II .•

HISTORICAL

BAGKGROl~

Castal Studies
In

1931 Dr. A. L. Fox of the DuPont Laboratories discovered. that

a few crystals of the P.T.C. placed on the back of the tongue produced two very different reactions:. '(1) most persons reported tha.t
,

,

the substance had a very strong bitter .',ta'ste, ·and (2) a minority cculd
perc~ive

no fla.vor a.t all (Fox, 1931).

Fro.m this he concluded that

"

the abil~ty to taste the substance couldseg;~gate persons rege.r~lee8
of- age, sex, or race into classes--"tasters" and "non-tasters"..
also established that not

only·P~T.C.

He

but other compounds containing

the specific chemical linlCage, ' .

. aN-eli

S
..-

.-~

in the molecule could in most cases pioduce a'similar'discrimination

between "tasters" and'lInon-tasters"

BIld

the.tthe classifications ma.de

by all these related compounds were

generallyc~ngruent.

Further re-

sear~h by Harris and Kalmus (1949a), Barnicot ~ Harris and Kalmus
,.

(1951), and others, confirmed
through the study of

~d,amplified

additiona~

the original observation

compoUnds including para-ethoxy-

phenyl-thio-carbamide, thio carbanilide, thiouracil, and others.

The discovery of the taste polyciorphism prompted geneticists to
attempt to deteroine whether. :'tasting" and " no n.-tasting
genetiC control.

lt

were under

Snyder (1932) tested 800 fami1iest including parents

and their children, using the dry ~ryatal method described by Fox.

On

the basis of three criteria, Snyder concluded that "non-tastingll of
P.T.C. wa.s inherited as an s.uto(;oma1recesslve.trait controlled by a

single pair of alleles.
aervationaa

lie based his conclusion on the following ob~

(1) sex linkage was ruled out because no significant dif-

ference in the number of male. and female non-tasters waS found;

(2)

whe~ neither parent eould taste the substance, virtually none of the

children tasted.

Exceptions to this rule constituted less than one

percent of those. tested and might well
have
due to illegiti..
. been
.
,

,

macies, adoptions, or errors in reporting or" recording the data ..

(;)

A formal mathematical analysiS showed that the number of non-taster
children produced from each of the three possible types of matings-taster x taster, taster x non-taste:r;, and non-tas·ter x non-taster-closely conformed to the number

expect~d'for

a trait whose inheritance

obeys Mendelian laws.

•

--

Solution Studies

Early Work.

In 1932 Blakeslee

~ntroduced

a simple solution

method of testing to determine if the taste polymorphism still appeared when the chemical was placed in solution.

He used a series of

four dilutions of P.T.C. in vater where each solution "'.e.s four times
stronger than the previous one.

In the strongest solution the propor-

tion of P.T.C. to water was 1"5,000, the weakest contair;.ed 11320,000.

4
Blakeslee operationally d.efined non-tasters as persons who could net
taste the strongest of his fcur dilutions (1:5,000).
The dilution technique showedP.T.C.

ta~te

acuity to be a. oon-

tinuously variable trait rather than a discrete polymorphism--a. fact
which testing with crystals had masked.

\-lben the distribution of

taste thresholds was plotted a division a.ppeared between indi.vidua.ls
·classified as non-tasters and. those ... ith a threshold at 1:5,000 clear
~,taster3".

This was the first observation of .s. birnod.al curve of taste

thresholds for P.T.C.
Blakeslee used his solution technique to perform a fami1yetudy.
IJ.l he data obtained from 103 families lent further support to the simple

recessive hypothesis.

B1akes1ee~observedtha.t among the taster off-

spring from taeterx non-taster matings,acuity for P.T.C. increal:ied
with the sensitivity of the taster parent •. The matings of non-tasters
with strong tasters tended to yield st:r-ong taster children.

When

both parents were tasters the effect of the parental thresholds on
the children was unclear.

Blakeslee did not perform a formal mathe."

matica1 analysis of his data, but they clearly showed that a ma.ting
between two non-tasters (subjects unable to taste the 1'5,000 solution) yielded only non-taster children.· ~his result strongly supported Snyder's. work.
Comparison of Crystal and Solution "Results.

The introduction

\

of the solution technique "immediately raised the question whether the'

classifications produced by th~'cryste.l ~nd.so1ution methods of testing were congruent.

Crystal tests could produce only two groBs clas-

.

sifications--tasters and

non-tasters-.~""hich

seemed to have fairly

· ·tr. ...:""';·
~

, Ir:_:~;"
~;;'

ji"

5
clear genetic implicatione.

Solution tests on the other hand, could

yield any number of class.es simply by varying the number and size of
the dilution steps in the series.

Researohers wondered if the taste

threshold distribution given by the dilution· technique would show a
distinction between tasters an.d:non-tasters from which genetic conelusions-concordant with:thoB€-produced- by c~ystaltests could be
drawn~

Blakeslee's work had alrea.dy shown that the distribution of
;

ta.ste thresholds in his dilution study followed a bimodal curve.
On8 mode eonta.ined the operationally defined non-tasters, and the
other contained the tasters.

This result raised the question of where

the thresholds of non-tasters (defined by the crystal method) would
ra.ll.if they were tested by the dilution method •. Would they occur in
the "non-taster!! region of the curve or would they be normally dis ...
tributed over the entire.range of posaible thresholds?
In 1936, Setterfield, Schott, and Snyder devised an experiment
to attempt to solve the problem.

They tested 584 individuals for

both dilution thresholds and reactions to crystals.

The solution

testing was veryextenaive; 50 soiutions ranging in strength from
.OOOOl%P.T.C. to 1.afo were used.
patterns:

The results showed the following

(1) tabula.tion of the data shoved a definite bimodality of

threshold groupings, (2) one of the medea appeared among the tasters
of crystals and the other among the non-tasters of crystals, (3)
there Yas no absolute break between the taste threshold distributions
of the tasters of crystals and the ;~on-tasterB of crystals, and (4)
tasters of crystals shOwed a significantly:higher mean taste acuity
when they were tested for threshold than did the. non-tasters or

6
'crystals.
acuity for

These results' showed tha:t taste'!'s of crystals had a higher
P.~.C.

in solution than do non-t,9.sters of crystals and that

testing by solutions containing different ?oncentrations of P.T.C.
produced classifications which were
produced by crystal testing.
dicat~d

gener~lly:

congruent with those

of the classification in-

~he,~ongl~enc~

that gene,tic analysea of data. .. g~thered"by either method should

gh'e generally similar results, as

.Bla~esleeta,

initial family study

using a dilution technique had suggested • .' .
, 4

~The

simple threshold, method represented an improvement over the

crystal method in that it

of the taste

emphasize~ the,va~iability

character; however, the use of dilutions had the disadvantage of being highly subjective •. The experimenter )uid ..t~ rely totally on the

.

.

repot't' of his subject
f and for-various reasolls;;'this 'report' might- riot
"
,;..
f...
",
,"
~

be accurate.

The-subject could become 'confused or

~atigued

or re-

spond to intentional
or ,unintentional psyohological suggestions
by
.
~

'"

the experimenter. .In some cases th~ subject might even misrepresent
. his response.

Early dilution

had to depend 9n repeated test-

studie~

..

,

ing or tne same subjeots

rOT
:t

reliable results;-0 no teohnique existed
<

to ,determine objectively-whether a subject'oould really ta.ste a given
solution at a given time.
Later Solutj.on Studies:

The 'Harris and :Kalmus Teohnique.

Har-

ris and Kalmus (1949b) introduced two new techniques which greatly
'helped to standardize the results a~hieved'by ~olution testing.
~

't'

~

One

of the innovations was a 801uti9~ scale· containing ~ourteen serial

in water.

The fi.i-stsoi.ution
contained
1.; grams
.
-

P.T.C. in one liter or water.

The sepond solution was made by dilut-

dilutions of PoT.C.

.'

1
ing one liter of the first solution with one liter of water.

The

process of dilution by half with water continued through solution
No. 14.

The subject tasted aamall amount of each of the solution in

turn beginning with No. 14.

Itlhen·the subject ,reached a. point at which

he declared that the solution had a. definite te.ste, he

VaS

required

to perfoI."lll a sorting, test, in ",hich the-· subject was presented with
eight cups.

Four of the cups contained the threshold solution at

which the subject had declared a taste, ,and four others contained water.

The subject then tasted the solution from each cup in turn and

separated those cups containing PsT.C. from those containing water.
Suocess or failure in the sorting test provided a simple, corrobative
means of determiningW'hether'the subject could actua.lly discriminate
between the threshold solution mid. water •. ihe introduction of a
standard solution scale with a reasonably emaIl number of steps together

~ith

the simple sorting test eliminated many of the errors in-

he rent in older methods.
All of the reported data generated by the Harris and Kalmus
technique have fallen into a definite pattern.

The distribution of

taste t.hresholds.is bimodal, with the
smaller mode representing the
'
.
.
.

"

non-tasters and the larger representing the tasters.

The class which

constitutes the low point between the two modal categories is general1y termed the."antimode".' This class generally contains very few perBons and is usually taken as the dividing line between the taster and
non-taster phenotypes (Harris and Kalmus, 1949b, Harris and Kalmus,

19511 Pons, 1955) •. This use of the antimodepresents certain methodological problems in the interpretation of the data.

In some cases,

8

,;

the antimode may contain t-",6 classes (Pon"'. 1960.).
"'.

Ano.ther problem is

the olaesirication of the antimod~ itself as either a part of the
tasters or the non-tasters.
....

D'

i)~nce

a t otal separation between the

modes rarely eXists, the.investigator must decide in eaoh case which
phenotypic grouping will conta.in the antimode.-'l'his overlap of the
two distributions indicates that ""hile the classj,fications rit well
··enough :fordefini te tasters and non-:taeters some misclaesification of
the intermediate types is ine'li table (Kalmus, 1956).
Confusion also exists as to how much information about the gen-

Most investigators

otype may be gleaned from the taste threshold.
regard tasting as a fully dominant trait

~ith

no distinction possible

between heterozygous and homo'tygous tasters •. Certain data., however,
indicate that hete:ro:zygcu6

tastel~s"may'

ha..;e' a'lcwer mean- threshold

than homozygous tasters. .Das (1958) in. a study of 126 families in

India found that the mean threshold

of taster children from taster x

non-taster t'amilies'was 0.561 dilution:steps lower than the mean for
taster children from ta.ster x taster. matings.

This differenoe was .

statistically significant and supported the hypothesis that the taster
gene may be incompletely dominant. ·If non-tasting is a receesive
trait, taster children from taster x

non~taster

matings must be het-

erozygous while taster children from. taster x·taster matings viII be
a mixture of heterozygotes and homozygotes.

The higher

me~~

thresh-

old in the mixed group could result from a higher acuity of taste of
nomozygotes.

If this is the case, some disorimination of hetero-

zygous and homozygous tasters may be 90ssibleon the basis of thresh-

old tests.

... ~

w'"

~ .~

,,..

't¥.'l" ; ....

,,' "!.a:.t <';.....,.~ ~'~r·:'1:.rY

A

~

.t<

....

~",

f

;Sib-Pair 8::!!d Family Stu~i~.' The introduction of the sorting
teclmique haa led to a re-evaJ.uatiOh of the simple recessive hypothesis for P.T.C. uGn-tasting.

Harris and Kalmus (1951), Das (1956),

and Pons (1960) have studied: the problem of inheritance on the basis
of taste threshold distributions of 364, 845f. and 177 sib-pairs respcotiveHy.

In. eaeh· study ~wo hypotheses were' tested.

The . first was

the Simple recessive hypothesis based on estimates of gene frequencies.

The seoond was called the chance hypothesis.

The chance hy-

pothesis holds that thephenptj~ic constitution of the sib-pairs is
independent of any genetic influence; it is totally dependent on the
chanoe distribution of the non-tast'ing phenotype in the sample.

Harris and Kalmus found to their surprise that ~heir data diverged
Significantly from the prediot1ons of both hypotheses but actually
fell closer to the chance hypothesis.

Das also found that his data

diverged Significantly from the predictions of <both hypotheses, but

in his case they fell closer to the simple recessive hypothesis.

Pons, on the other hand, found that his data on 171 sib-pairs conformed closely With the predictions of the simple recessive hypothesis.
A study by Das (1958) in which 126 families, including parents
and their children, were tested castfurther.doubt on the simple recessive hypothesis.

Although some of <his data agreed with the pre-

dictions of the hypothesis, there were many discrepancies in detail.
As bas been previously discussed (po 8),

som~

the taster gene may be incompletely dominant.

evidence indicated that
Das also advanced the

theory that the taster gene might be incompletely penetrant, but the

9

10
nature of the influences which could inhibit penetrancewere not discussed.

A second study containing entire families was performed in
Norway (Merton, 1958) and confirmed the simple recessive hypothesis.
However, the work contains certain methodological peculiarities which
make-

itsL."lterpretation difficult.

Discussion of-thia study will be

x'eserved therefore, unt:i.l Chapter IV.

III.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE PROBLEM

The inconclusive nature of the data on the inheritance of

PeT.C.

non~tasting

problem.

clearly indicates a need, for further study of the

The inconsistent

results~reported

ineib-pair and family

studies all carried out using the He.rrie and Kalmus solutions and'
sorting test as well as similar modes of mathematical analysis suggest that some of the discrepancies may result from measurement
error~

Possible sources of measurement error have not been discussed

in the literature to any great degree,' but they:certainly deserve'
careful consideration.

Sinc~

P.T.C. is ,an organic compound it is

subject to deterioration from the action of light, air, and microorganisms pa.rticularly if i t is in weak dilutions.

Misclassiiication

of the threshold could easily result if the test solutions had weakened.

Some of the deYie.t~ion found in many studies may be e. direct

result of such errors.

Therefore this study has e. dual purpose.

First, it provides another test
of

P.T.C. is inherited as

a .single pair of alleles.

all

orcthe.hypo~hests

tPAt non-tasting

autosomal recessive trait controlled by

The data used for the test are the taste

11

threshold di.atributions of families which have been determined by the
Barris and Kalmus method.

The second objecti'J'e i.s to determine if

stringent precautions in tha(praparation, storage, and use of the
solutions can reduce problems of classification and result in a clearer antimode •

.J

,t
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FOO'fNOTES
1Llt6rature on the taster polymorphism freely interchanges the
terms phenlythiourea, phenylthiocarbamide, P.T.C. and P.T.U. Phenlythiocaroa.:nide and phenylthiourea are equivalent. !fhe Herak Ind",x
(1968: 820) lists phenylthiourea as the proper name of the substa.'1ce
a.:ld phenyltM.ocarbp...mide as its synonym. 1'hechemical formula. is
C6H5NHCSlHI2 anti the molecula.r weight ia .152.22. The initials P.T.C.
are the most common way of referring to the substance and this symbol will be used consistently throughout t~is paper to denote phen-·

yli:hiourea.

II.HETHODOLOGY
I. THE SAMPLE

Size and Composition.of the Sample
The sample consisted of thirty-five fGJ!lilies living in the
Portland metropolitan area.

Any conclusions drawn from this study

would rest on a firmer basis if a larger sample could have been obData collection, now ever , had to be confined to a period of

tained.

six weeks.

Since whole families participated in the study, I found

that evenings were the only time all family members'were at home.
To test

e.

family of five of,ten took as long- as-an hour and a, h8·lf i

depending on the amount of time spent in discussion of the experiment.
This meant .that I - could normally test only one family per evening.
~ese

restrictions meant that thirty-five families was the maximuj'n

number I could accomodate.
Every effort was made to weight the sample toward families containing three or more children because a shortage of large familiee
was identified as a common flaw in previous.studies of P.T.C. tasting
(Das, 19581 201).

Larger sibships.are preferable for this kind of

study because inferences with regard to the genotypes of the parents
are based largely on the phenotypes of their children.

Larger num-

bers of children give mOre opportunity to predict the parental genotypes.

Unfortunately the short timea.liowed for data collection

forced me to inclu.de more two child families than was originally

. · ...t .. ;:,..
..''''t!t

~

..n; . ,

".'"

\",,!i;

~{.

~"'. :.~~,."
".

. ';c"'--
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intended.

This reduced the average sibship .size in the present study

to 3.0 children.
Selection of the Sam~le Families
I used no specific technique for the selection of the sample
families.

Any available and willing family was

the following criteria:

includ~d

.if it met

(I) that both biological parents of the

children were available for testing and (2) that the family contained
at least two and preferably three or more children old enough to partl,cipate.

Six years of age constituted the lower limit.

I violated

the second criterion once; one family shows a single child.

In this

case, two children agreed to testing, Qut the second child left the
local area before the tests could be completed •..
Randomness of the Matings
Before any formal genetic analyses maybe performed on family
.data, the randomness of the matings included in the parental sample
must be assessed.

Mendelian genetics depends on the determination .

of resemblances between parents

andth~ir of~spring

in single families.

In human genetics, families are usually too small and generation time
too long for these predictions to be tested in single families •
. Population genetics handles this problem by dealing with the statistical consequences of Mendel's laws ina group of families, usually
referred to as a .,population.

Using mathematical formulations de-

vel oped in population genetics, i t is possible to predict the distribution of genotypes a.nd phenotypes.in a population.

However, it is

essential that the condition of random' mating be fulfilled.

Random

~

'''"f

... -q,.,.it ....

_.~ ;.~

I,

"fII ......

?f.:r~:·~
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mating means that the frequency of any particular type of mating is
dictated by chance.

(Non-random ma.ting, i.e., inbreeding or positive

assortative mating would lead to a shortage of heterozygotes and a
surplus of homozygotes without changing the gene frequencies.)
In the present study, it is assumed that the entire ·population

of the Portland metropolitan area mates at random insofar as the
ability to· taste P.;T.C. is concerned.

In other vords, people do not

choose mates on the basis of their status as tasters or non-tasters.
It must be

~etermined

.

if the frequencies of the four different pheno.

typic mating combinations found in the present sample conform to the
frequencies predicted by random mating.

For this reason, the four

phenotypically possible matings have been placed.
in a2 x 2 contin.
.

gency table to determine if

the-cond.~tion·of

The mating types included the following

random mating applied.

pos~ibilitiee:

(1) both fa-

ther and mother tasted, (2) father tasted and mother; did not; (3)
mother tasted
tasted.

a.~~

father did not; and (4) neither father nor mother

The results are given below.

The expected frequencies

computed in the usual manner using Yate's correction.

wer~

,

....

...'., ..... ..,(' N., ..

~.

~.

·o~t7 •. \)~: «''''.·.>1t~;.~=i1N_~;~
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TABLE I
TEST FOR THE RANDOMNESS OF THE

Father

-t

-T
I

Observed Expected
I

,

MAT!NG~

'--~-'.
..

Total

Observed I Expected'
,

-T

19

-t

5

.,;

19.89

. "'10

4.. 11

1

I

9.11

29

1889

6

Mother

Total

24

11

.11.'

35

PROCEDURE

The Test Situation
Testing in the Home.
homes o£ the subjects.

All taste testing was

co~ducted

in the

Better experimental control could have been-

maintained i£ eaoh member

,;O~

the fam:i}y had been tested separately

and asked not to reveal the results to the others.

This approach

might have been reduced the influence'of suggestions on family members later tested.

However, many factors in the home setting made it

impractical to isolate the subject during testing.

Family members

wishing to watch the tests were asked to remain quiet and they generally co-operated.

Allowing the family to be present during the

test had the advantage of reducing their anxieties about the procedure.
'fhe statistical analysis of the data ,gathered in the home did not show
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that there were any undue influenoes upon the test subjects by the
circumstances described abo've.

I concluded tha.t there was no impor-

tant aocial-psychological impact on the taster/non-taster differentiation from group testing when the experimenter retained Bufficient
control of the situation.
~~~e

of Day.

Freire-Maia (1960) found that the taste threshold

of a single individual varied during the day and night.

His pre-

liminary work indicates, however, that the variation followed no definite pattern.

For example, taste acuity does not rise steadily dur-

ing the day and fall during the night.
of testing is uncertaill.

The exact effect of the time

For this reason, nearly all tests were con-

ducted in the evening after the family had eaten dinner. 1

Only four

of the thirty-five f&miliea could not be teatad at that time.

Of

these foux, three were tested in the afternoon and the fourth' in the
morning.

None of these four families presented any detectable anom-

alies that could be attributed to being tested at a different time of
day_
!he

~est

Solution

Preparation.

The Harris and Kalmus method was used in preparing

and administering the test solutions
Weiner and Lourie, 1969:111).
thiourea_

(Ha~ris

and Kalmus, 1949b;

~he test chemical was I-Phenyl-2-

A series of P.T.C. solutions \Ola8 prepared from a stock solu-

tion No. 1 containing 0.65 g of P.T.C. dissolved in 500 ml hot distilled water.

The water was measured at room temperature and then

brought to boiling over a bunsen burner.

When the water reached the
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boiling point, the P.T.C. was added and the solution stirred until
the chemical

dissol~~~d.

The solution was then removed from the heat

and allowed to cool until it could be

h~~dled

easily.

It was then

filtered, decanted, and stored under refrigeration in an amber glass
bottle to prevent deterioration.

By diluting the 250 ml of No. 1 at

;x:oom temperature with 250 1111 room temperature distUledwater, solution No. 2 was obtained, and so on through successive dilutions producing solutions No. , through 14.

It should be noted that the

quantities given here are exactly half of those given by Harris and
Kalmus because it was impractical with the laboratory facilities
available to make a full liter of each .of the fourteen solutions.
Storage.

The test Bolu+.ions were stored in 4 oz. amber glass

bettles with pla.stic caps.

'l'he 4 oz. ·bottles ma.de an excellent field

test kit because they were small, light, and easy to carry.

The small

bottle size necessitated refilling the bottles about once a week, but
this was not a disadvantage.

P.T.C. is an organic compound which can

be decomposed by light, air, and bacterial action, particularly in .
weak dilutions (Lutz, personal

co~-munication).

Each time the bottles

ran low, I used stock No. 1 in the msnner described above, to make
enough of the weaker dilutions to fill all bottles to the top.

This

procedure constantly replenished the weaker solutions.
1 prepared a fresh stock of solution No. 1 once.
may begin to deteriorate after about thirty days.

The solutions

After one month

of experimentation, I discarded all the original solutions and made
fresh ones from new stock No. 1.

To determine whether the new solu-

tions vere comparable to the original, I re-tested several persons
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baving thresholds of 1, 6, and 11 wi th the fresh dilutions.

I),'he re-

suIts were concordant with those obtained with the original solutions.
~esting

the

Thres~

Temperature of the Solutions.
tilled water were kept under

Both the testsolut1ons and dis-

~efrigerationwhen

not in use.

Approxi-

mately three hours before a testing session, I removed the solutions
and wa tar from the refrigerator and allowed them to. warm to room temperature.
»se.

All test materials must be near the same temperature before

If one is

colde~

than the other, the subject may show a mislead-

ingly high threshold beoause he was able to distinguish water from
P.T.C. solutions by noting temperature differenoes rather than taste
differences (Weiner a~d lourie, 1969: ll8).For similar reasons, tap
water introduoed into the test can skew the results.

Many subjeots

found distilled water unpleasantly flat and asked to use tap water
for a control solution in the sorting test.

Tap water differs great-

ly from distilled water in temperature, taste, and mineral content.
These differences may ,lead to threshold numbers far too high because
. ,

the subject can easily distinguish the flavor
of a weak·P.T.C.
taster.

sol~tionwhicli

~f

tap water from that

tastes like distilled water to a non-

!herefore, tap water was never used.

The Dropper Test.

1 began eaoh testing session by giving the

,subject a cup of distilled water to taste so that he would be familiar with its flavor.
A preliminary idea of the taste threshold was given by having
each subject taste about "3 ml of No.9 from a dropper.

He was told
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to swish the solution around in his mouth for a few seconds, (the
taste generally appears after about five seconds on the back of the
tongue) 8.."ld to describe the flavor.

If he answered Itbi ttertt or that

he could definitely taste the solution, I assumed that he
taster.

wa~

a

He then took a drink of distilled water to rinse his mouth

and tasted about 3 ml of solution No. 10 in the same manner.

This

process continued until the subject declared that the sample was
"tasteless" or that it tasted like distilled water.

The subject then

performed the a-tumbler sorting test (described below) on the weakest
solution at which he could perceive a definite

t~ste.

If the subject said that the original sample o.f No. 9 was
tasteless, he took a drink of distilled water and tasted 3 ml of Nos.

7, 5, ••• and so on until a level was reaohed at which he stated he
could perceive a definite taste sensation.

When this occurred, the

subject performed the a-tumbler test at the next weaker solution.

For

example, if the subject stated that solution No. 5 was bitter, he
started the sorting test at No.6.

Skipping two steps when moving .

from a weaker to a stronger dilution in the dropper test saved time,
espeCially if the subject had a very low sensitivity for P.T.C.
Starting the dropper test at solution No. 9 had certain advantages over starting at either No. 1 or No. 14.

If the test started

at No. 14 end the subject was a low sensitivity taster, he sometimes
imagined that very weak solutions had a flavor.
time being wasted on unsuooessful sorting tests.

This led to much
If the test started

at No.1, and the subject was a high sensitivity taster, he might refuse to continue the test beoause strong oonoentrations of P.T.C. are
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very unp:'easant to many ta.sters.

Also strong solutions leave a defi-

nite aftertaste vhich may confuse the subject in later sorting tests.
Solution No. 9 made a good starting point because many people halfe
thresholds tnat fall there.

This meant that such persons had to per-

form no more than one or two sorting tests to determine their

t~~esh-

olda.
The a-Tumbler Test.

After determining rOughly the solution

level at which the subject can taste, the a-tumbler test was used to
determine the threshold preoisely.

Eight five ounce Dixie cups pat-

terned in four colors made excellent tumblers.

These had to be

marked in some way not noticeable to the subject.

I employed a color

code, explained later, to distinguish which cups held distilled water
and

~hich

held P.T.C. solution.

While the subject either looked away

or closed his eyes, I put about three to five ml of the estimated
th1'eshold solution in four of the cups with a dropper and the same
amount of distilled water into the other four.
After pouring the solutions and water, I randomized the posi-tiona of the oups.

Then the subject was asked to taste them one at

a time and sort those which oontained P.T.C. from those which contained water.

I told the subject that there were four of each.

Sev-

eral subjects pointed out that knowing the number of cups which contained P.T.C. solution tempted them to sort by the number of cups
rather than by taste in some cases where they felt uncertain.

Sub-

jects sometimes made an arbitrary decision on the last cup so as to
make two groupe of four cups each, regardless of what the last one
tasted like.

Frequent variation of the number of cups containing
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P.T.C. could easily control this problem.
luring the test the subject had a full cup of distilled water
to drink.

The subject was told to swish the solutions around in his
Each person took a drink of

mouth and not to swallOW them quickly.

distilled water after .any cup that he,thought contained P.T.C. to
minimize the aftertaste of the solution.
If the person aohieved an error-free sorting I assumed that he
perceived the P.T.C. solution as different from water, and he followed the same procedure with the next weaker solution until he could
no longer sort accurately.

If he sorted three pairs of cups correctly

and one incorrectly, he could sQrt again at that number and try to

correct the result.

If he succeeded the second time, I accepted his

performance and he went on to the next weaker solution.
If the subject could not sort the tumblers he tried the next
higher concentration until he succeeded.' If he.could not distinguish
even solution No.1, his threshold was recorded as

~l.

Otherwise,

I gave him the highest solution number at which he could distinguish
the solution from water as defined above.
Possible Misrepresentation of Taste Sensations
Successful use of the sorting technique requires considerable
.cunning on the part of the experimenter.' I, found that some of the
subjects responded to the teet situation in ways which made experimental control difficult to maintain.

The most frequent source of

response bias was the assignment of yalues or status by the subjects
to ·either the taster or non-taster reactions.

Although 1 repeatedly
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assured my sub,jects that a taster irlas no "better" than a. non-taster,
many still feared that they could "flunk" the sorting test.

Siblings

sometimes competed for the honor of having the highest or lowest
threshold.

Some persons tried to watch while the solutions and water

were pi aced in the cups,

and children occasionally tried to signal

theirsiblir.gs whether the sorting .was correct. -The only defense the
experimenter has against response bias is- to devise a system of coding the cups (described below) which will confuse the subject if he
feels inclined to misrepresent his response.

The experimenter must

also closely watch the subject and the rest of the family during each
test.

I could often surmise when the subjects were trying to identify

the color code of the cups.
The Color Code
To minimize response bias, I used a color coding system to
distinguish cups containing P.T.C. -solution from those containing
water.

The cups were yellow, green,"orange, and blue in color.

The

basic scheme assigned two colors for P.T .C. e.nd two for water. -For
example, green and yellow might hold P.T.C.
held water.

~hile

orange and blue

I could easily vary this system without confusing myself.

If I thought a subject became aware of a certain color scheme, I
discarded that set of cups and introduced a fresh set using a different combination of colors, such as green and blue to indicate P.T.C.
and yellow and

or~ge

for water.

Frequent changes in the color code

confused not only the subject who was being tested but also other
family members who were watching.

~fI-"

~f

<

>

~~! ;.
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Changing Cups
I used the same set of cups for more than one Borting te~t only

if the subject was moving from a~weaker to a stronger P.T.C. solution.
This procedure assumed that minute amounts of a weaker solutionremaining'in the cup from a'previous Gortingwould not interfere with
the subject t s ability to -ta.ste a stronger -solution.

However, -~if the

subject was moving from a stronger to, a. weaker solution, the presence
of even a small amount of the stronger solution might enable him to
taste the weaker one when he would not normally be able to do so.

In

the second case, the cups were changed for each sorting test to elilllinate the posSibility of establishing an erroneously high threshold
solution number.
Summary of Testing Techniques
The serial dilution technique and the sorting tests require much
more time than the crystal methods, but their benefits more than compensate.

Given proper cire of the solutions to prevent deterioration

and sufficient safeguards against response bias, the a-tumbler sortingtest provides_a reliable means_of determining whether a subject
can really taste a given solution.

This kind of control is absolutely

necessary in any study dealing with a phenomenon as notoriously variable and subject to suggestion as taste perception.

In the present

study, the close fit of the data to the predictions of the simple re-

'

cessive hypothesis suggest that the controls exercised were sufficient.
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III.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

.Qperational Definitions oLTaster and Non-taster'
The introduction of the aarris and Kalmus technique has created
a difficulty in operationally defining the terms taster and nontaster.

The terms were developed when all testing was done with

crystals.
non-taster.

This method can only. yield two clp.ssifications--taster or
The serial dilution method produces a continuous dis-

tributioll of taste thresholds and shows that only a small percentage
of. persons are unable to taste P.T.C.

Non-tasting consitutes only

one extreme of the distribution, and the tems high and low sensitivity taster would more accurately fit the situation.

However,

taster and non-taster are so firmly entrenched .in all literature on
P.T.C. research that they will .be retained in this paper but will not
be used in a6 restrictive a sense.
The use of only two classifications presents a problem in dividing the threshold distribution curve.

Tradi tionally one particular

antimode--the class which constitutes the low pOint between the two
modes--has been taken as, the dividing line between the taster and non"taster phenotypes.

The respondents whose thresholds cluster around

the smaller mode lcentering around Solution lio. 1 or No.2) represent
the homozygous recessives--the non-tasters.

The respondents whose

thresholds clusters around the larger mode (centering around solution-·
Nos. ~ or 9) represent the heterozygotes and the. homozygous dominants--the tasters.

Unfortunately, a total separation rarely exists

between the two clusters in the distribution; a few measurements
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always fa.ll in the antimodal class.

Nisclassification .of some of the

persona whose thresholds fall at or near theantimode is inevitable ..
Penrose. (1951) estimates that this miac1aasification is about 1%In each study the experimenter must decide where to cut the
distribution.

Assignment of the antimodal class itself to either

the taster or non-:taster classification is ,arbitrary (Harris and Kalmus, 1951; Das, 1956;Das t 1958).

In the present study, solution

No. 5 constitutes theantimodal class and has been included in the
non-taster category.

This classification follows the precedents 'set

by Kalmus (J.958) in a study of 212 unrelated individuals and Pons
(1960) in a study of 117 sib-pairs •. Therefore, for purposes of this
study, the term non-taster (t') 'Will include a.ll individuals who cannot· taste solution lio. 6.
through 5.

The term taster (T)will include all individuals who can

taste solution Ho. 6.
14.

Their actual thresholds may v&.ry from <:: 1

Their actual thresholds may vary from 6 through

The symbols t and 'T will stand for the non... taster and taster

alleles respectively, while the symbols

t and T will represent the -

non-taster and taster phenotypes respectively.

A Method of Analysis Not Used in the Present Paper
Snyder'S

Method~

The standard method of verifying the simple

recessive hypothesis in regard to any trait is called
the single
-.
autosomal gene substitution method and was developed by Snyder in
1932.

This procedure was not used in the present paper because it

contains statistical flaws.

Snyder first calculated frequencies for

the taster and non-tester genes.

He then.predicted the expected num-
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bers of non-taster children for the mating types taster x taster,
taster x non-taster, and non-taster x non-taster and compared the
values with the observed numbers of non:taster children from these
matings in the sample.

The difficu~ty with the method is that it can

give misleadingly large values of'ohi-square in some eases.

The ex-

plsIl.Q.tion.of.the aberrant results was that chi-square is applicable
only to a sample of i~dependent objects. ',Children in the same family
are not independent samples, they are correlated.

Other tests had

to be developed to circumvent the problems raised by Snyder's
approach.
Two !1ethods of Anal;rsis Used in the Present Paper
Fisher's Method.

Fisher's method (after Race and Sanger~ 1954)

uses the family not the iildividual child as the independent sampling
unit to which chi-square could be validly applied.

Thus he tested

the Simple recessive hypothesis by comparing the observed and expected numbers of families (a) having no recessive children and (b)
having at least one recessive child.

Fisher obtained his expected

frequencies in the

First, assuming the simple re-

follo~ing

manner.

cessive hypothesis to be valid, he estimated the frequencies of the
taster and non-taster genes.

Next, using these gene frequencies, he

calculated the probabilities that the taster parents involved in the
mating types taster x taster and taster x non-taster would be either
heterozygous or homozygous.

Using these probabilities about the

geno~

types of the parents and the Mendelian ratios to predict what kinds
of offspring such matings could produce,

h~

determined the expected

".J";,'-

r
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number of families having non-taster children fer each of the two mating types--taster x taster and taster x non-taster.

The expected and

observed numbers of families were then compared by calculating chisquare in the usual way_
proposed by Smith (1956).

A simple variant of Fisher's method has been
He modified the calculation of the chi-

.equare by using the variance ,of expected the nUlllber of families containingat least one non-tastar.childas·the denominator.

Smith's

method has been followed. in this paper as e. check on the results produced by Fisher's method.
Smith's Recessives Estimation M.ethod.

A major pitfall in

fisher'S method is the assUlllption of the validity of the simple recessive hypothesis in the estima.tion of the gene frequencies.

If this

estimate is, faulty, error may be introduced. from the start •. Smith
devised a means to test the simple recessive hypothesis without inYoking estimates of gene frequencies.

His method attempts to predict

the number of .non-taster children in sibships of various sizes using
Mendel's ratios.

To do this he first restricts his analysis to only

those families which contain at least one non-taster child.

This

restriction limits the analysis to parents of known genotype because
the production of non-taster children indicates that both taster
parents are heterozygous; nOll-taster parents of course are homozygous
recessives.

He can then calculate the expected number of non-taster

offspring from the two mating

types~-taster

x taster and taster x

non-taster--using simple Mendelian ratios.
Interrelationship of the Methods of Analysis.

The two analyt-

ical methods employed here give t .... o different views of the data.

'l'he
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methode supplement one another very well.

F~sher's

method suffers be-

ca.use it must estimate gene frequencies, but the use of Smith's method in conjunction with Fisher can indicate whether the estimated frequencies a.re correot.

The a.pplioation of two different a.nalytical

teohniques to the data gives much. more confidence in the oonclusions.
/

In the present study, the conclusion$ reache.d about the simple re·c.essive hypothesis will pe much more reliabl'e for having been drawn
on the basis 6f two independent tests.

A further advantage to the

use of both methods is that they may reveal discrepancies resulting
from the small sample size in the present case.

FOOTNOTES
1No published literature indicates that dietary habits or preferences have any effect on the taste acuity.

;1
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CHAFTER III

RESULTS'
I •. ;BASIC DATA.,

The Taste Threshold Distribution
The taste threshold distribution for the entire sample of parants and children is given·in Figure 1.

Among the ·70 parents 17

(24%)were non-tasters; among the '106 children 28 (26%) were nontasters.
modes.

Solution lio. 5 constitutes' the antimode between the two
J!'ollowing the precedent a'et by' Kalmus (1958) persons with

thresholds falling ~t solution ~o. 5 have been included in the nontaster category.
Comparison of the Taste Threshold Di'stribut1.on by Age and Sex
Distribution of Tasters and Non-tasters amon6 the Parents.
Table II shows the results of the test of independence applied to the
frequencies of the taster and non-taster phenotypes among the 35
mothers and

35 ,fathers.

ence between the

paterr~l

The.tes~

reveals fio significant sex differ-

and maternal groups with. respect to the
-

relative proportion of tasters and non-tasters. -
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threshold distribution of the entire sample.
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TABLE II

TEST OF

INDEPEND~lCE

FOR THE PROPORTIONS OF

MALE AND FEMALE ~ASTERS AnD l'lON-TASTERS
AMONGr:x:liE SEVENTY l'AREW.r:S

Non-taster

1

Observed Expected

Total

Observed E..'Cpected
Mother

j

Father
Total

29'

.26.5

24

26.5

I

~o-way

"

Taster

53
,

"

.

';'-~.

;,

6·

.

11

!.

Analysis of Variance.

'

-'

8.5

35

8.5

35

17

70

It haa been suggested that both

age and eex may 'influence the acuity of taste for P.T.C. (Harris!and

Kalmus, 1962;-Glanv1l1e? Kaplan, and Fischer, 1964).

To determine the

possible influence of these factors on the present sample, a two-way
analysis of variance was performed to detect sex differences, Child/

.

adult differences, and the possible interaction of these variables in
the taste threshold.
found 0

As shown in Table III, no such differences vere
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TABLE III

T'''Q-\!AY ANALYSIS OF iTARIANCE: !I..ALE/FEMALE AND
ADULT/CHILD P.T~C. 'rASTE THRESHOLDS

I

I

Source of
Variation

S5

Sex

8.0;

1

8.03

<1

Adult/Child

1.69

1

1.69

<1

16.02

1

16.02

2049.21

172

11.89

Age x Sex
·Within
*F~3.90

D.F.

MS

F Ratio*

I

1.34

P

>.05
>-.05
>.05

significant at .05 level of confidence.

Estimation of the Gene FreC!,llel'l.cies

The gene frequencies have been calculated from the parental
sample.

Since the mothers and the fathers do not differ significantly

with respect to relative proportions of tasters and non-tasters or
distribution of taste thresholds, the entire parental data have been
pooled in estimating the gene frequencies.

The frequencies of the

taster allele (T) and the non-taster allele (t) are obtained thus:
(1) the frequency of the recessive t allele in any population is the
square root of the proportion of phenotypic non-tasters; (2) the frequency of the T allele is 1 - frequency of t; (,) population size
multiplied by the respective proportions yields the respective frequencies.

The calculations depend

011

the taster phenotype being in-

heriteo as a Mendelian dominant character with complete dominance over
the non-taster phenotype (Race and Sanger, 1954= 1;7).

If p - the
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frequency of the T gene and q .. the frequency" of the t gene, the fre.·
quencies of the taster an4.non-taster genes in' the population represented by the 70 parents

p - 0.5072

These ,estimated gene

found.to be respectively,

~re

and

= 0.4928.

q

frequencies~form

(i)

the basis of the genetic anal-

yses to follow • .A.mQng the children, the gene. frequencies as estimated
by the same method are p ='0.5497

'~nd

q

= 0.4503.

Phenotypic Com~oaition of the 35 Families

.

.

The phenotypic composition. of.' the 35,families grouped according
to mating type appears in Table
Sanger (1954).

in the form suggested by Race

~~d

Examination of this .table shows that the one meting
.

between two non-tasters did

Randomness of

IY

"\.

;;

-

~

inde~d pr~duce

\

~

all non-taster children.

~~tings

The randomness of the 35'aample matings has already been demonstrated in Table I (see p •. 16).

This ,confirmation makes it possible

to proceed with further analyseswhieh are vaiid only if the condition
of random,mating can be satisfied.

'TABLI<~

IV

OF TEE PHENOTYPIC CO}~OS!TrON OF THE
THIRTY-FIVE FAMILIES WITH 106 CHILDREN

Su}~RY

.

Mating

No. of Children Tested

No.

Type

-,

Taster

Non-taster

'('"

Taster x
taster

"

Total

7

2

4

3

,...2
14

2
1

l'
Total
Taster x
Non-taster

..l
5

j
2

1
1

Total

1

9

"

----

7

I Taster x
Non-taster

1

"

Total

2
1

1
2
2

-i
8

2
2

}

"

.

2

3

4

.2
14

-

, .
"

7

~

-

1

1

1
1

2
1

1

2

1

1

3

1
2

-28

-82

2

9

Non-taster
x

Non-taster

-

I

Taster x
taster

I

-4

:i

1

-

2

i
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Fisher's Method of Analysis
In order to de.termine vhether the number of families containing

.no non-taster children and the number. of families containing at least
one non-taster child agree .with the expected frequencies, Fisher's
method was applied (after Race and ~ang~rf 1954).

T~x

twophenot,)-picma ting. "types-first divided i.'1to

two

groups:

For each of the

tend: T x: T; --the families were'

those having all taster children and

those having at least one non-taster child.

The mathematical ex-

pressions used to derive the expected frequencies of families oontaining all taster children are taken from Race and Sanger (1954) and
are set out in (a) and (b) beiow.
(a)

Mating of the typeT x t
In matinga of the type'

¥. x··t', the prcroabili t;y that

.-

all c sibs

of a sibship are tasters is given by the formula:
.
.
~

p/2q) •
(b)

(ii)

Matinga of the type TxT
In matings of "the type

Tx

T, the probability that all sibs .£-

of a
(iii)
For eac..h of the two mating types, the probability that a sibship contains at least one non-taster child

=

1 - P..lt should be noted that

"p" .. the proportion of dominant T alleles and "q" .. the proportion
of recessive t alleles (see i., p.

35). It should be clarified here

that .£ represents the number of children in a family who were actually
tested and may at times be less than the number of children actually
existing (see Section I, Chapter II).

The summary of·the analysis is

;8
aet out in Tables V and VIo
The columns of Tables V and VI have been obtained in the followFirat~

ing marmer.

from expressions (i), (ii), and (iii), theprob-

abilities of all sibs being tasters in sibships of various sizes have
been computed, assigning successively the values 1, 2, 3, and so on
to..£.

Next,

lllu1tiplic~tion

of each value ot' the probability by the

corresponding number of sibships of each size in column 2 yields the
values of column 3~

Thus column 5 =_(column 2 '- column 3), and
"

,

column 6 • (column 2 - column 4).

The variance of the expected num-

bers of families containing at least cine non-ta.s'ter child have been
obt~ined in the manner described by Smith (1956) and are shown in

oolumn 1.

It should be noted that, when expected cell sizes in

Tables V a.nd VI 'Were leaathan five t adjoining rowa were merged for
the computation of chi-square.

Since nearly all expected cell sizes

were less than five, all rows were merged and a single chi-square
calculated t'oreach mating type from, the bottom row of each table.
Table VII summarizes the test for goodness of fit,for both mating types separately and jointly.

The ~ value has been computed by

' '2/_expected.
the formula. X;2 .. 2, (observed - expected)

very good fit to the predicted frequencies.

~Phis

The results ~ho"" a
close agreement of

observed and expected frequencies gives strong support to the simple
recessive hypothesis.

-.

--"-

. TABLE V

Txt

SmU-lAHY OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE

-Sibship

Total No ..

Size .£

Sibships

(l)

FANILlES

--

No.

NG. of Sibships

of SibsJ1.ips
(All Sibs Tasters), (At least one Sib Non-taster)

i

Expected Obse:rved Expected Observed

I
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0)

>.-.

1

1

0.67

0

0.33

1

0.221

2

4

1.91

2

2.09 '

2

1..000

3

l~

1.68

2

2.32

2

0.916

4

:3

1.14

1

1.86

2

0.708

,.,.

3

1.05

1

1.95 .

2

8 .. 55

9

.

I

.

0.691

'.

'1'0 tal

15

1--______ ,:_ _ _ _ _ _ --1.

6 .. 45

-

6

--+

3.596

·TABLE VI .

SUNHA.RY OFi'liE ANAr.YSIS OF THE.

Sibship Total No. No. of Sibships
Size .£ Sib ship s (All Sibs Tasters)

..

TxT FAMILIES
,

No. of Sibships

(At least one Sib Non-taster)

'

Expected Obs.erved Expected Observed

(l)

(2)

C'n

. (4) ..

2

7

5.67"

7

3

7

5.24

4

4

.5
Total

(5)

s

2

(6)

(7)

1.33

0

1.082

4

1.76

3

1.319

2.81

3

1.19

1

0.837

1

0.67

0

0.33

1

0.222

19

14.39

14

4.61

5

3.460
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TABLE VII
sm-lMARY OF ANALYSIS BY FISHER'S 11ETHOD

}lating
Phenotype

-TxT-

Sibship
Composition

All sibs T
Some sibs

-Txt-

-t

All sibs.T
Some sibs t

No. of Sibships
Expected

Observed

14.39
4.61

14

6.45
8.55

6
9

X}
0.044-

').05

1

5

Total

P

D.F.

~

0.055

>-05

1

0.099

).05

2

As a check on the results obtained by Fisher's method, the procedure
followed by Smith (1956) has been followed. ~his method caleulatea
2
. 2
JC . .. L(observed - expected) /variance for families containing at
least one non-taster (see Table VIII).
TABLE VIII
SMITH'S VARIATION OF FISHER'S METHOD:

Mating
Phenotype

Sibship
Composition

SUMMARY

No. of Sibships
s
Expected

Observed

2

x3

D.F.

I

P

TxT

Some sibs t

-

4

4.61

3.460 0.108

1

>.05

-

Some sibs t

9

8·55

3.596 0.084

1

>.05

.192

2

>.05

Txt

Total

The results of Fisher's method and Smith's modification of it show
very similar outcomes.
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Sill! th' s Recesshres Estimation Method
The following method for testing segregation ratios in family

data is alao given in Smith (1956).
on the results reported above
gene frequencies.

It serves as an independent oheck

beoe.use,i~

requires no estimation of

'l'he purpose ieto prediotthe exact number of non-

taster child.ren in sibships containing _at .least one non-taster child.
The test hegins with the separation. of

famili~s

containing no non-

taster children from those containing .at least one non-taster child ..

As was discussed Chapter II, Section III, this limits the analysis to
families where the genotypes of -the.pe:rents can be known with reason-

able certainty.
For taster x taeter mat.ings which produced at least one nontaster child, the formulae for the number

CAe)

of-non taster children

for one sibship of size c and the, variance {Bc} of that number are
written

Aa

------------

O/4t

1 -

; +c

and,
4

(iv)

.. Ac •

(v)

After obtaining the proportion A.c , multiply it by the total observed
number of eibships of size c which contain at least one non-taster
(Mc ) to find the expected number of- these•..The correspond, .sibships
;..
tng variance of this number if founq. by multiplying Mc by Bc.
For taster x non-taster families containing at least one nontaster child, the formulae are writtenl

:.

. ,..

4o"

,'"
"

';"'

..

•

.:,.. .. -,
•••.J:

•

'
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(1/2)C
a C. e

(vi)

------------

1 + 0
------- - a c
2

and,

(vii)

The computa.tions are the. 'same as for the, TxT families.
.

;

The numberioal values of expressions (iv) t (v), (vi), and (vii)
are set out in tables IX and X.

Both tables have a single ohi-square

caloulated from the bottom row of each table.
"2

~

2·

=L(observed - expected) /variance.

As suggested by Smith

The results for each mating

type show a close fit to Mendelian expeotations.
IfABLE IX .

OBSgRYED

AN~ EXfE('"'TED NUMBERS OF NON'-TASTER CHILDREN
IN TxT FAMILIES EACH WITH AT lEAST
ONE NON-TASTER CHILD

No. of
Such
Sibships

No.' of -t
Children
Expected
. (:1c Ac )

M

No. of t
Children
Observed

(1)

(2 )

(3)

(4)

(5)

2

0

--

--

--

;

;

5

3.89

0~789

4

1

2

1.46

0.420

5

1

2

1.64

0.592

crotal

5

9

6.99

1.801

Size of
Sibship
.2.

c

Variance
of t· ,

')<.,2

(1 D.F.)

~

(M B )

c c

(6 )

2.243

2.24; (1 D.F.)

~.~ :-":r.;"~:r

~. i :~l< <r.:. ~~' ~~

TABL'E X
OBSERVED AUD EXPECTED NuMBERS OF NON-TASTER CHILDREN

!NT x :t FANILIES

EACH WITH AT lEAS'!'
ONE NON-TASTER CHILD-

--Size of
Sibship
c

-

No., of
Such
Sibships

Children
Expected

No. t
Children,
Observed
(m a )
c c

(4)

" No. t

M

C

I
Variance.
(mche)

(1)

(2)

(3)

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

2.61

;

2

4

5.14

1.470

4

2

4

4.21

1.564

5

2

6

5.16

: 2.164

Total

9

16

18.24

5.864

I

.

(5)
·0.000
I

-00666

l
r.

')G2

(1 D~F~)
(6)

.0856

J
.0856 (1 D.F.)

The results of the r,esearch which have been summa.rized in this

.

-

.

chapter indicate that the data closely fit the predictions of the
simple recessive hypothesis for non-tasting.

No significant devia-

tions from expectation were discov-ered by a.ny of the analytical
methods employed.

..

...',
-~

~~",~~""". ~~

..

~.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION, SUivtMARY, ANDCONC,LUSIONS
I.

COMPAIUSON OF THE PRESENT STUDY '\tIlTH SIB-PAIR
AND OTHE~,FAMILY STUDIES

Sib-Pair Studies
Throughout this investigation the data have shown a consistent
pattern strongly supporting the simple recessive hypotheSis for nontasting.

This outooroe appears to be at odds with other reported re-

suIts (Das, 1956; Das, 1958; Harris and Kalmus, 1951).
Barrie and Kalmus involved 384 sib-pairs.

The study by

The authors used the

dilu~

tion scale and sorting teat they bad devised earlier (Harris and Kalmus, 1949b) to determine the thresholds of the subjects.

It

sho~ld

be noted here that a sih-pairstudy differs from a full family study
in that only the children are considered.

into four classe.s:

Sib-pairs can be divided·

(1) both sibs are tasters, (2) the older sib

tastes and the younger does not, (3) the younger sib taste and the
older does not, and (4) both sib are non-tasters.

Harris and Kalmus

tested two independent hypotheses with their sib-pair data • . The firet
was that the phenotypic constitution of the sib-pairs depends on the ..
"inheritance of non-tasting a.s a eimple recessive trait.

TO'.·test this

hypothesis, estimates of gene frequencies must be obtained.

Harris

and Kalmus estimated the frequen.cy of the non-taster allelE) (t) and
the taster allele (T) in the £ollowing manners

(1) the frequency of
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the recessive t allele "las equal to the square root of the proportion
of phenotypic non-tasters in the sib-pair sample. and (2) the frequency of the T allele was'! - the llroportion of t.

Using the esti-

mates of genegrequencies,; ,the proportions ,01; the four phenotypic
should be:

types of sib-pairs in the
'2

~

(1 - q)(4 + 411- ;q '.- Q')/4
2
& q (1 -

:

q){3+ q)/4

2

q {I - q)(:; + q)/4.
: q

2

(1

+ q)

2'

/4,

where q = the proportion of'the non-taster allele (t).

(viii)
The second

hypothesis was that the phenotypicconetHution of the pairs was due
to chanoe and not to any hereditary factor •.. , In this case no gene

The expected proportions of sib-pairs are given

frequencies are used.

by the '£0110w1n&\ ratios':

(1 - f)
where.f

=

2

.'
2
s (1 - f) , {I - f):f ,

(ix)

the total frequency of non-taster sibs in the sample. 1

Harris a.nd Kalmus found tr..at their data did not fit the predic..
2
tionsof ai ther hypothesis., However, because :the?G for the ttchance"
'

t~pothesis

was smaller than that for the simple recessive hypothesis,

they concluded that the data were "closer ton the former.

In general

the observed frequencies f·ell about.ll'lidwey between the numbers predicted by the genetic hypothesis and the "Chance" hypothesis.
and Kalmus stated that 'the departures of their data from the

Harris
si~ple

recessive hypothesis stemmed froms. considerable misclassification of
the genotypes of persons whose thresholds fell near the antimode;
they did not elaborate on the possible sources of this misclassifica-
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tion.

When the responses of the borderline subjects (those having

thresholds of 5, 6, and 7)W'ere eliminated, the data fit the simple
recessive hypothesis very well.

On the assumption that the taste

thresholds distributions of tasters and n;n-tasters rom two overlapping Gaussian.curves, they concluded that the number of persons
assigned to the, \Oironggenotype must- be. greater than had heretofore
been believed.
The study by Das,(1956) of 845 sib-paits gave somewhat different results.

Although the data proved discordant with the predictions
.

_.

•

.

of both the simple recessive and "chance"hypotheses, the X
genetic hypothesis ",as smaller.

2

for the

Again, elimination of· taste thresh-

old responses near the antimof.e (wh;ere overlapping of the distributions
would produce the greatest number of persons assigned to the wrong
genotype) brought the data into accord with the predictions of the
"1

•

simple recessive hypothesis •. Like .RarrisandKalmus," Das did not attemr-t to explain what factors might cause misclassification to the intermediate types.
Summary of the Sib-Pair Studies •. The large scale sib-pair
stUdies conducted by Harris and Kalmus, and Das, have produced results
which do not agree 'rlitheither the simple recessive hypotheSis or the
"chancel! hypothesiS.

Departure of the data. from the simple recessive

hypothesis appear to spring from the fact that no absolute separation
exists between the. taste threshold distributions. of tasters and nontasters.

If the assumption that the antimodal areerepresents the

overlap of two Gaussian distributions is valid,then persons whose
thresholds fall at or near the antimode could be either non-tasters
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(homozygouS recessives) or tasters (heterozygotee or homozygous dominan ts).

'llhe 8.ssi.gnmen t 9f persons to the wrong categories could lead

to errors in the estimates of gene frequencies and hence to departures
from the simple recessive hypc.1theais.
Effects of Misclassification
If considerable misclassificatioll occurs, then a number of con.,.,..... -A.-I<\-'"

sequences may follow.

(1)

In a. non-taster x non-taster mating, the misclassification

of a taster parent as. a nm'l-taster could: cause that mating to
show taster children.

~his

result is directly contrary to the

predictions of the simple recessive hypothesis.
(2)

In the use of Fisher' a mthod, .errors in classification

could affect the outcome at several different points.

First,

the estimates of gene frequencies depend on the operational
definitions of taster and non-tasters.

If persons are assigned

to the wrong categories, the gene frequencies may appear to be
higher or lower than they really are.

~urther,

this error may

possibly be magnified by successive steps in the computation.
Second, the assignment of parents to the wrong categories would
produce misclassification of the mating type.

This could be re-

vealed in the numbers of matings shoving either all taster childran or some non-taster· children.

For instance, the classifica-

tion of a non-taster parent as a taster would change a taster x
non-taster mating to taster x taster •. If the other parent

~ere

a homozygous taster, no unusual results would appear because all

"

:"~

,

-"

~:

-7...:

........, ..

"
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children would be tasters in any case.

However, if the second

parent were heterozygous, one half of the offspring could with
confidence be predicted to ,be non-tasters by chance alone.

This

might erroneously a.dd another family showing at least one nontaster child too the totals for the

T xT matings,' whic~, in turn,

could lead to misleadingly high chi-squares (absence of fit)
when Fisp';;.' s method is applied.

The

~pposite

problem wO\iJLg. be

encountered if a ta;3ter parent were misclassified as the nontaster in a Txt mating.

In this case, 'there could be a short-

age of families containing non-taster children.

0)

Since Smith's method uses no estimates of gene frequencies,

classification errors might not beruagrrified as much as they
could be in Fisher' s;methcd~ .' However, miGclc.ssificaticn of'
parents could produce unexpected numbers of non-taster
in subships of various sizes.

childre~

l!'cr, example, if a non-taster

parent were classified as a taster in a

TxT

could show too many non-taster offspring.

mating, the family

The opposite would.

- -

occur in T xt matings, where the non-taster parent was really a.
taster.

Such a family might show too few non-taster children.

Any or a.ll of these effects could skew the data. so that they
did not fit the simple recessive model.

The possible sources of mis-

classification will be, more fully discussed in a later sectj,on.
Family Studies
~

Das's study (1958) of 126 families, including parents and their
children, covered the same families as his sib-pair study.

He found
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. that the simple recessi'ls hypothesis roughly.fit the material when i t
vas analyzed by Fisher's.and Smith's mthods, but that the trend of the
data was "fluctuatinglt,

s~6wing.good

nificant discrepancies for ?therso
of the taster gene might

agreement for some tests and sigHe hypothesized that the expression

subject to ontogenetic variation.

b~

However,

he. ov·erlooked hiB~ own findings. i~ the sib-pair; study suggesting considerable

misc;t~~",ific~.-tion

--

'"

~';:"

sistent natu.re of the

of intermediate phenotypes.

non~Mendelian

The incon,
'1'-".,.

variations. in the d.a.ta might well

stem from misclassification of parental phenotypes resulting in the
assignment of matings to the ..Trong types.
Merton (1958)a1so attempted to test the simple recessive hypothesis.

She g~thered

two

different sa.mples'of subjects.

The first

included 266 unrelat!3d ind.ividuals dra.wn' from the University of Oslo'
in Norway.

This group was used to estimate the gene frequencies.

The second sample was a group of .QO families, presumably from Norway.
When the families were analyzed with Fisher's method, the results appear to confirm the

simpl~

recessive hypotheSis.

come presents more puzzles than it solves.

~owevert

this

out~

Merten used the Harris

and Kalmus dilution scale and the sorting technique with one altera.tion.

For reasons left unstated,Merton modified the accepted meth-

od by using solution No.

~

a8 steck No.1.

Her stock No. 1 thus con-

tained Oe325 g of P.T.C. iIt one liter of water instead of 1.3 g per
liter.

Surprisingly, the antimode still fell at solution No.5.

Solution No. 5 on the Hsr:ds and Kalmus scale contains 0.8125 g of
P.T.C. per liter of water; in Merton's stu.dy it contained 0.2031 g per
liter, corresponding to Harris and Kalmus solution No.7.

The ques-
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tion iS t how could she

st~ll

.find.an antimodeat No.7 when every

other study has placed it at or near

No.5?

There is no answer avail-

able to this puzzle.
A second anomalous result of Merton's study concerns the relatively large percentage of persons with thresholds at Nos. 13 and 14.
Merton's solutions No. 11 ,end 12 correspond to NO.9. 13 and: -14: on. the
standard scale'!"'.;o<i'ye~ ~ertori. found~a total of 29 persons out of?§q
(11%) registering thresholds of No. 11 and above.

·In Das t s (1956,

1958) studies a total of 256 and 489 children yere tested and not a
single person was found with a threshold at No. 13 or No. 14.

Kalmus

(1958) in a study ofC212 unrelated individuals in E."lglandfound only
one person with a threshold of No~13

(0.4%)

persons (2%) showed thresholds of 13 or 14.

and none at No. 14.

In

It is possible that these

variations in the number of highly 'sensitive tasters reflect innate
population differences.

Das's work was done in Indiat and Kalmus

worked with an English sample.

Possibly some unknown genetic or en-.

vironmental influence operates on the Norwegian population to

appre~

ciably raise the acuity of taste for P.T.C. when compared to sample
drawn from other populations.
Summary.

A series of family studies. show some support for the

simple recessive hypothesis.

When Harris and Kalmus as well as Das,

use. all their data, significant deviations. from the hypothesis appear.
In both of these studies·, the elimination of the borderline phenotypes

5, 6, and 7 from the analysis brings the result.s into line.

This sug-

gests that considerable numbers of persons may be misclassified nea.r
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the antimode.

Merton's study confirmed the simple recessive hypoth-

esis, but the antill10de is in the wrong place.

The evidence froni the

present study clearly confjr.ns the simple .recessive/hypothesis •. The
inconsistent nature of the . results clearly indicates that further investigation of this problem is needed.
II-.

METHODOLOGICAL ; AND THEORETICAL
PROBLEMS
.,
.;:~

,".,..-

The Antimode as the Dividing Line Between Tasters and Non-tasters
The Problem.

The most persistent source of

~onfusion

and pos-

sible error in P.T.C. research lies in the use of the antimode to
separate the taster and non.,..taster phenotypes.

BothDas (1956, 1958)

and Harris a.ndKalmus (1951) have found that elimination of the responses of the persons whose thresholds fell at or near the antimode
brought their data into conformity with the predictions of the simple
recesSive hypothesis.

This suggests that considerable numbers of

persons whose taste thresholds were on or near the antimode may have
been misc1assified.

The difficulty lies in the fact that a total

separation rarely exists between the taster and non-taster distributions; some measurements always fall in the antimodal class.

The in-

ability to accurately separate tasters and non-tasters is a source of
great confusion in genetic studies in which estimates of gene frequencies depend on the proportion of non-tasters in the sample.
The Effect of the Dilution. Scale'.

Overlap of the phenotypic

measurements of the effecto of certain ger.vtypes is a common enough
..

phenomenon (Penrose, 1951).

,

Frequently, the overlap,i,g an artifact

of the scale of measurement (HcKusick; 1964: 58).

In the case of
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P.T.C., it is possible that the standard scale employing a dilution
factor of two is simply too grose to reveal the separation between the
two distributions if such a separation exists.

One possible solution

to this problem is to substitute a refined linear (arithmetic) scale
instead of a logarithmic Bcale in the antimodal area.

Subdiyiding

the dilution steps in these ways might reveal a brea.'<:between the
distributions of ,tasters and. non-tasters.

" . ,:~

~.

Kalmus's Method of Dividing: the Distribution.

Kalmus (1961)

proposed that the customary method of dividing the bimodal distribution at the antimode.may not be the most useful for certain genetic
studies.

He advocated the use of two diff·e.rent discriminating func-·

tiona which might fall to the right or left

of

the antimode.

If the

purpose· of the experiment.-is to make the fewest possible mistakes in
the classifications of individuals, a discrimine.nt which misclassifies equal percentages of-the twosubpopulations would be computed.
However, if the purpose of the experiment is to calculate gene frequencies, the discriminant which misclassifies equal numbers of in-.
dividuals rather than percentages of the subpopulations would be
ueed.
Kalmus then uses his·P.T.C •. data to ahow how the gene frequencies obtained by. his method. would differ fro lll those computed in
the usual way.

A possible focus of future investigation would be a

re-evaluation of all the family studies of

P.T~C.

tasting.

New gene

frequencies could be computed by Kalmus's technique and the resulting
data re-analyzed by Fisher's method.

If this procedure brought the

deviant studies into line with the simple recessive' hypothesis without
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destroying the fit of studies already confirming the hypothesis, the

-

conclusion could be drawn that the customery way of dividing the distribution has been the cati~e of misclassification of phenotypes.
.'

.

Measurement Error.. One possible,and very obvious source of
misclassification is measurement error.
ignored in the literature.

This factor is generally

Measurement error could change the results
.t.;

in two ways :-(,1). thr.esholds could be inaccura.telydetermine.d because
of mistakes in the sorting test, and (2) the solutions used in testing are not of uniform concentration throughout the experiment.

In

the first case, error can qe quite easily controlled by re-testing
of the subjects.

Any discussion of measurement error in the published

material on P.T.C. generally concerns itselfwith·this aspect.
second possibility is' less' reac'iilyr det:ected.

The

As has been atat'ed" be-

fore, P.T.C. is an organic compound. which can be decomposed by light,
air, rold microorganisms especially when it is in very wea.k dilutions
(Lutz, personal communication).

If solutions are kept over a long

period of time they may weaken, resulting in lower threshold solution
numbers for persons tested later in the experiment.

This kind of

error might account for'some of the classification problems which have
plagued studies of, the genetic aspects of P .T.• C~ tasting.
In the present experiment. stringent precautions were taken to
assure the continued comparability of the solutions.

The test solu-

tiona were refrigerated to retard the,grot<lth of micro-orgrolisms.

The

bottles were refilled continuously, to minimize the amount of air
present.

The solutions. were discarded after 30 day,s and replaced with

fresh ones.

The comparability of the first and second series was

,

.. --.,.
'

".)

"4

.
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assayed by re-testingpersons with,'threeholds of 1, 6, a.nd l l .

These

precautionary measures gave assurance that the test solutions were
kept close to unifcrm throughout the experiment.

The use of these

techniques did not produce ,a complete 'break between the taster and
non-taster distribuUollSaS, had been hoped; the antimode class contained two individuals.
predictions of

However, the close fit of the data to the

~he 6~ple

recessive 'hypothesis suggests that

fication problems were slight.
it certainly suggests that

clB:~sf-

This is' not conclusive evidence,' but

measurementerror~

particularly withre-

spect to the comparability of the solutions, may be, in part, responsible for some mi sclassificatitm in other studies.
The Issue of Incomplete Dominance
Some investigators, notably Kalmus (1958) and Das'(1958) have
advanced the opinion that the taster allele may be incompletely dominant over the non-taster allele.' They base this hypothesis on the
fact that taster children from

Tx i

matingshad a significantly low-

er mean threshold than did taster children from TxT matings.

'In

the present study, the mean threshol'd of 45 taster children from
families was compared with the mean of 32 taster children from
families.

TxT

Txt

The first groups showed a mean threshold of 8.81 and the

second had a mean of 1.94.

This indicates that the first group, who

are necessarily heterozygous, have a mean

O.~3

dilution steps below

that of the second group which is a mixture of heterozygous and homozygous tasters.

Comparison of these two means using the "t" test sho....

this difference to be highly significant (t=2.906;P<.01).

If it
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were possible to segregate the

he~erozygous ~d

homozygous tasters,

there would probably be an even greater difference between the means.
The diluting effect of the heterozygote tasters from TxT mating is ,
not known.

These differences are 'consistent wJth those found by DaB

(1958) and give further support to the

hypoth~si5

of incomplete

dominance.
,.

III,.

Th~

POSSIBLE SOURCES OF ONTOGEl'iETIC VARIATION IN
TEE EXPRESSIOll OF THE. TASTE CHARACTER

Influence of Age
Introduction.

Assessment of the influence of age on the acuity

of taste for P.T,aC. must deal with 'several possible patterns of variation.

First is the development of taste sensitivity in the young.

In

(1). children are born

this case there are t'.to possible alternatives:

with their taste threshold which remains unchanged throughout life,
and (2) taste acuity rises as the child matures. ,.. The second developmental pattern is the behavior of the ,taste threshold when the child
reaches maturity.

Here there are three possible alternatives:

(1)

if the child is born with a certain threshold, that threshold could
simply remain unchanged, (2) if taste acuity rises as the child matures, the threshold could peak sometime in, early adulthood and then
start to fall, and (3) taste sensitivity could rise until early adulthood, then remain on a plateau unti'l middle age, and then begin to
fall.

These three possible developmental variants could be dubbed

the uniform, peak, s.ndplateau patterns.

The.following studies util-

ize these different patterns in inv~stigating the effects of age •
."

Glanville IS StudL •

Glanville, Kapla.n, and Fischer. (1964) de-

vised a study to determine the effects of age on taste acuity from
early childhood through
a.ge.
- middle
.

The snmpleconsisting'of 308

males aLd 368 females ranging in age from 3 yea.rs to-55 years.

The

distributions of males and of females were each broken down into five
year increments .. (i.e., 1-5 .yeara" 6-10 yee,rs through 51-55 years).
r

•

The teat chemical was 6-n-proplythiouracil

..

~

(p~OP) •. PROP

is of ;t,"be

same chemical family' a.s P.T.C. and shows a bimodal distribution of
taste thresholds.

Glanvill~.

at a,l. used the Harris and Kalmus dilu-

tion technique and the 'sorting-test ..
ard procedure in two ways:

Howev~r,

they altered the stand-

(1) they used fifteen dilution steps. in-

stea.d of fourteen and (2) they reversed the numbering of the solutiona so the.t No. 1 was the .weakest and No. lY the strongest.
Examination of the mean taste thresholds for the five year age
groups showed that taste acuity increased for both males and females
from the youngest ind.ividuals tested through the 16-20 year age group.
After age 20, taste sensitivity declined for both males and femaleswith the males deterior.ating at about tvice the rate of females.
decline continued steadily through age 55.
tern in the development of taste

The

This indicates a peak pat-

acuity~

The results of Glanville's study can only be applied with reservation to P.T.C. research.

The two chemicals PROP and P.T.C. may

not really be comparable. even though they both generate bimodal distributions of taste thresholds.
P.T.C.

PROP is less soluble in water than

To make a saturated 'solution of PROP,

1~0212

g are dissolved

in one liter of water; a saturated a.olution' of ·P.T .C. contains 1.3 g
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per liter of water.

Second t the mean'l.ihresho.1ds for PROP occur at
>

very high concentrations compared to those for P.T.C.

a. mean threshold which corresponds

persons in the age group 46-50 had

to No. 2 in the Harris and Kalmus scale.
are high.

For example,

Means for other a.ges also

These differences suggest that data generated by the two

substances may differ subStantially.~he

for..ned

B.

In 1962 Kalmus and Trotter;·'per-

Kalmus and Trotter Study'.

longitlidifl.s.l study: of P.T •.c •. taste development in which 110.

adults were re-tested forthrashold after a lapse of from ten to fifteen years; the average was 13 years.

The Barri.s and Kalmus dilution

scale and sorting test waslJ.aed to determine all thresholds.
sample included 34 heal thy
trous women.

,men

~6

and

The

health women as well as 6 goi-

The goitrous individuals were included to determine if

thyroid disease affected the rate of cha..'"lge in taste acuity.

On the

second testing occasion, among the 110 subjects, 21 showed the same
threshold, 61 showed a . lower threshold

numb~.r(lower

showed a higher threshold nUmber (higher acuity).

acuity), 22

'.rhus on the average

taste sensitivity declined in adult;isubjects ·.over the ten to fifteen
year interval.

They reported a mean threshold deterioration in the

whole sample was 0.61B2

.±

O~1559

threshold steps, which they con-

-

sidered equivalent to a mean annual deterioration of 0.0468
+ 0.0118
.
.

dilution steps.

Contrary to the findings of Glanville et a1 (1964)

the decline was more rapidln women than in. men.

Both tasters and

non-tasters lost a.cuity although the range of change possible was
obviously greater in tasters than in non-tasters.

Thyroid disease

appeared not to affect the rate of change in threshold.
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Unfortunately, only the age at the second
that the age at first testing could vary by.

~s

te~ting

much.as five years.

The age range at second testing was from 33 to 75 years.
data on children are included, the

re~ult8

ve10pment of P.T.C. tasting in which
years~of

age.

8..

is given so

.iUthough no

suggest a patte:::n of de-

decline begins at about 18-20

Seventy-:.one. 6ubjectswere below- age 47 when they

first tested; thirty-nine'were age 46 and above.

.~lere

These two groups

showed virtually the same annual mean threshold deterioration over
the ten to fifteen year interval, suggesting that the decline
steady once it begins.

~s

A further hint that taste acuity may peak

during early adulthood is also found in the data.

Fifteen individuals

in the sample were in their thirties at the time of second. testing;
they would clearly have been in their twenties when they
tested.

~rere

first

Of these, fifteen. ten showed a lower threshold number at

second testing, three showed no change, and two showed a higher
threshold number.

This suggests that taste sensitivity decreases

during the twenties just as it does in later years.

Clearly there '

is a need for further studies of children using P.T.C. to determine
the pattern of development before maturity.
Mohr's Findings.

Mohr (1951) produced data which suggested a

plateau pattern of taste development •. The study was conducted in
Denmark using the Harris and Kalmus solution scale and sorting teat.
Mohr found that the average taste threshold for a group of 251 individuals from 16-30 years of age was significantly higher than that
for a group of 44 individuals above 61 years' of age.
between the means was assessed by a

1

test.)

(The difference

These results suggest
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that taste acuity does not deteriorate between the ages of 16 and 30,
but, since no finer sUbdiid.sions of this age .range Were published by
Mohr, this conclusion can. not be considered 6.ertain.····
Influence of Age em. Taste Acuity in. the Present Studlo

In gen-

eral the data on age found in the present study suggests that. the
taste threshold is acquired;very early-in- life. and remains unchanged
through adulthood.

The possible influence of age was assessed in two

ways.. E'irst, the two-way ANOVA described in Chapter II, Section I
analyzed the effects of age and sex separately and simultaneously.
The age category was simply'divided ·into-parentsand children.

The

parents ranged in age from 28 to 65 and the. children from 6 to 34
years.

Parents and children showed no significant differences in

threshold.

There did not· appear to be any sex effect either which' is

contra.ry to the findings of both Kalmus and Trotter and Glanville
et ale

Second, to test whether a:ny relationship existed between ris-

ing age of the children and taste sensitiVity, a correlation was computed between the age of the children and their taste thresholds.
correlation was caiculatedin two different manners.
children and their thresholds were considered.

First, all

The results (r - 0.01)

showed no relationship between age and taste acuity.
correlation, children with thresholds of

The

In the second

1 and 1 were not considered.

These thresholds were not 'included on theasi?umption that rising
taste sensitivity would probably depend on the presence of the dominant
taster gene.

Persons with thresholds of

< l'and

lare almost certainly

homozygous recessives ",hose taste acuity would not rise very far in
any case.

When the. diluting effect of the certain homozygotes was
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eliminated the correlation rose only slightly (r
not significant.

C1l

0.09) and was still

These two pieces of evidence suggest but certainly

do not prove that taste sensitivity to P.T.C. remains fairly uniform.
One possible source of this uniformity lies in the fact that the developmental patterns .occurring in the parents and the children could
cancel one another-out. 'The-majority·of the .children might not have
reached their full taste acuity ....hile ., the-adults may already be deteriorating.

This could place them an opposite but about equal dis-

tance from the maximum acuity.
Su.nunary of the Effec't;s of Age on P.T.C. Taste Acuitl.

The true

effects of age on sensitivity to P.T.C. are still in doubt.

The data

of Ka.lmus and Trotter and especially of Glanville et al could be interpreted as implying that taste sensitivity rises throughout childhood until about the age of twenty and then
cline.

be~ins.a

slow steady de-

The two studies show directly opposite data on the effects of

age and sex combined.

However, some of these differences could rest

on the fact that different test chemicals were used.

Mohr (195~) in-

cluded no da.ta on young childrl:!n, but his findings suggested that the
years between 16 and 30 constitute a plateau period in taste developmente

Finally, the present study suggests that no sUbstantial change

occurs in taste threshold between the ages of 6 and 65.

These

find~

ings, however, could, stem from either the, small sample size or from a
,

-

cancelling effect due to parents a.nd childr~n,?eing on'oppositesides
of peak taste acuity.

A large study with sizeable samples of indi-

viduals at each five year.age group f:r;-om early childhood to late middle a.ge is needed to deal with the true effect: of age on F.T.C. acuity.

.~
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However, a pitfall in such a cross sectional study is that if either
tasters or non-tasters have a. selective advantage, the other phenotype may be underrepresented at thEf older age levels.

Wi th this cau-

tion in m.ind, the cross sectional study-is, the only alternative to an
extensive and probably impossible longitudinal study.
The Influence of Sex
The influence of sex also problematical •. The results of early
studies, notably that of Hartman (19;9), suggested that females were
slightly more sensitive than males •.. Consistent and definitive proof
is still lacking regarding the statistical significance of these results.

Harris and Kalmus (1949b) state that tl';e females in their

sample appea.red to have had a slightly higher acuity for P.T.C. than
did the males, but the statistical
not evaluated.

sign~ficance

of their findings was

Othel:' investigators, 'on the other hand, including

Das (1956), Pons (1956), Pons (1960),and Merton (195S) have found no
sex differences in P.T.C. taste thresholds.
In the present study no difference in the number of male and
female non-tasters appeared.

The two way ANOVA for age and sex,

showed that sex--by itself or in conjunction with age--was not related to taste threshold.

For the moment it mu'~t be concluded that

the influence of sex on taste sensitivity is uncertain.
The Influence Qf Smoking
The use of tobacco is generally believed to dull the sense of
taste.

Several different investigators have failed to provide sup-

port for the common assumption that smoking would tend tQ decrease
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sensitivity to P.T.C. by deadening or deteriorating the taste buds.
Hall and Blakeslee (l945),·l"alconer (1946), Pons (1956), and Freire-

..

l-la.ia {1966) have attempted to assess the effect o·f smoking.

Only the

studies of Pons and Freire ..Maia'iill be considered because their
P.T.C. taste tests are comparable to ·those used in the present study.
The others used· methods no,longer considered valid and the comparability of their results cannot be established.
In a sample of 97 male non-smokers

and 75 male smokers, Pons

found no significant difference in the average taste threshold for
PeT. c. among· non-smokers and smokers (defin£'d as those who smoked. at

least five cigarettes daily).

The same result occurred when a 8ub-

series of smokers who smoked at least ten

cigar~ttes

daily were

COID-

pared to the non-smokers.
Freire-Maia defined smokers as those who smoked at least twenty
cigarettes a day.

Freire~Maia

does not state whether a person who

smoked nineteen cigarettes a day would be considered a non-smoker.
This leaves the definition of non-smokers somewhat hazy.

No differ-

ence was found in the numbers of non-tasters among the smokers and
non-smokers.

An analysis of the average taste thresholds for smokers

and non-smokers also showed no differences.

It appears from these

studies that smoking does not have any appreciable effect on either
the number of non-tasters or upon the. averagetaste;hresholds.

How-

ever, more refined experiments are needed in which persons who smoke
different numbers of cigarettes a day are compared with persons who do
not smoke at all.· Such a scale might·rtin as followsl 1 daily; 6- 10 daily, 11 - 15, and so on.

5 cigarettes

This type of study could

......··".1

determine if smoking has

B...,TlY

effects on ho¥{ much a person must smoke

for such effects to occur.
Summary of Data on Ontogenetic

Variat~_

Age, sex, and smoking are the three veriablesmost commonly beHeved to affect the ability to taste P.T.C •. Results from studies on
age, sex, and their interactions have produced results so contrad'ic't'

tory that much more research is needed.

'r'~"

,"

Overall, smoking seems to

have little if any effect on taste sensitivity, but the studies done

-so far have been rather crude.

Studies conducted with larger samples

and mo.re precise definition of smokers and, non-smokers are needed.
IV.

SUMMARY OF THE F.ESULTS OF THE PRBSENT STUDY

The simple recessive hypothesis for non-tasting of P.T.C. had
been tested on 35 families with the follo,"!ing results. 'First, the 35
matings were shown to be random.

Satisfaction of this condition al-

lowed the gene frequencies estime.ted '~'rom the parental sample to be
used in other genetic analyses.

Second, analysis of the families by

Fisher's method and· Smith's modification of Fisher's method showed a
good fit to the

pred~ction's

the numbers of TxT andT x

of the Mendelia.'"1 recessive hypothesis for

t

families· containing all taster child-

ren or at least one non-taster child.

Third, Smith's recessive esti-

mation method was used to d'etermine the expected number of non-taster
children in sibships ofva:rious sizes for both T x Tend Txt matings.
Comparison of the observed and

expecte~

deviations from the simple recessive

numbers showed no significant

hypothe~is.

V.
On the basis of the

CONCLTJSION
d~ta

generated by this study, it must be

concluded that no evidence exists for discarding the hypothesis that
the inability to taste P.T.C. ia caused by the action of an autosomal
recessive gene in. the homozygous. conditi.on.

Analysis of the sample

families by several cross check methods fails to shaw significant
, ,',
,'"

divergences from the frequencies predicted by this hypothesis.

:

These

results differ from . those xep.orted fox some family and sib-pair
studies.

These differences could spring either. from the small s81!!ple

size of the present study Or' from-the-use of very stringent precautions in the preparation and care of the test solutions which presumably reduced

measurement·erro~.

K'~

study with large sample size

and rigit controls is clearly needed to settle the issue of the inheritance of P.T.C. non-tasting.
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FOOTNOTES
1

'

It should be noted here that if the simple recessive hypothe2 In the original arUcle by Harris and Kalmus
sis is valid, f :: q.
(1951) the symbol flttt was used in place of IIfll. The ohange was made

in the present paper. ba.cau~e "t" has, alreadY been-used in avery restricted sense to stand for 'the nOri-tasterallele. The notation
was ohanged to avoid confusion.

,

,',
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